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1 Near-Fault Broadband Ground Motion Simulation Applications at the Central Ionian Islands,

2 Greece
3

4 PAVLOS BONATIS,1 AYBIGE AKINCI,2 VASILEIOS KARAKOSTAS,1 ELEFTHERIA PAPADIMITRIOU,1 and GEORGE KAVIRIS
3

5 Abstract—Physics-based broadband ground-motion simula-

6 tions are generated for the strong mainshocks that occurred in

7 the region of the Central Ionian Islands, on 26th January 2014 in

8 Kefalonia (Mw6.1) and 17th November 2015 in Lefkas (Mw6.5).

9 The study area is associated with frequent strong earthquakes

10 both in the historical and instrumental era. During the last

11 decades the network of strong-motion accelerographs in the area

12 has been densified, and thus provided an adequate number of

13 strong ground motion records as a means to better examine the

14 related ground motion characteristics. In the present study,

15 broadband ground motions for the two case studies are simulated

16 both at selected sites and at a dense grid of points covering the

17 affected areas. The low-frequency part of the synthetics is

18 computed using a discrete wavenumber finite element method by

19 convolving Green’s functions with a kinematic slip model in the

20 frequency domain. A stochastic finite fault model approach

21 based on a dynamic corner frequency is considered to calculate

22 the ground motions for the higher frequencies. The broadband

23 synthetic time series are generated after merging the results

24 obtained from the two separate techniques, by performing a

25 weighted summation at intermediate frequencies. The simulated

26 values are validated by comparison with both recorded Peak

27 Ground Acceleration (PGA) and Peak Ground Velocity (PGV)

28 values and the estimated ones by using widely accepted Ground

29 Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs). Our results indicate that

30 both the spatial distribution and the amplification pattern of the

31 simulated ground motions, in the near-field, in terms of PGA

32 and PGV are highly influenced by the slip heterogeneity and the

33 maximum slip patches within the seismic source.

34Keywords: Strong ground motion, near-source ground

35motion, stochastic finite-fault method, discrete wavenumber

36method, Ionian Islands.

37

381. Introduction

39Greece is the most seismically active region in the

40Mediterranean and among the most active worldwide

41(Makropoulos et al., 2012; Papazachos & Papaza-

42chou, 2003). The Central Ionian Islands area exhibits

43the highest seismic moment rate in Greece, with the

44frequent occurrence of strong (M[ 6.0) destructive

45earthquakes causing loss of human life, damage to

46buildings and economic losses. The area constitutes

47an active boundary per se, connecting the oceanic

48subduction to the south (Papazachos & Comninakis,

491970) with the continental collision to the north

50(Clement et al., 2000; McKenzie, 1978). These major

51active boundaries are connected through a transform

52fault zone called the Kefalonia Transform Fault Zone

53(KTFZ) which is characterized by dextral strike-slip

54focal mechanisms, with an appreciable thrust com-

55ponent (Kiratzi & Langston, 1991; Papadimitriou,

561988; Scordilis et al., 1985) (Fig. 1a).

57The KTFZ consists of two major fault branches,

58namely the Lefkas branch containing its northern

59part, striking NNE-SSW and the Kefalonia branch to

60the south with a slightly different NE-SW strike

61(Louvari et al., 1999; Papazachos et al., 1998)

62(Fig. 1b). The southern segment is longer

63(length * 95 km, mean strike 35�), associated with

64stronger earthquakes in the area and with a maximum

65reported magnitude of M = 7.4 (Papazachos &

66Papazachou, 2003). The northern segment is shorter

67(length * 35 km) and extends along the western
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68 coastline of Lefkas Island demonstrating a different

69 strike (* 15�) in comparison with the southern seg-

70 ment (Karakostas et al., 2004). Strong earthquakes

71 have frequently occurred in this segment as well, with

72 a maximum reported magnitude of M = 6.7 (Pa-

73 pazachos & Papazachou, 2003). The transition zone

74 between these two fault branches has been interpreted

75 as a step-over zone consisting of smaller parallel fault

76 segments striking WSW-ENE (Karakostas et al.,

77 2015). The importance of this explanation lies in the

78 fact that rupture appears to terminate at this location

79 and does not continue further to the north when a

80 mainshock occurs in the southern Kefalonia fault

81 branch and vice versa. Based on this observation, past

82 strong (M[ 6.0) earthquakes have been associated

83 with either the Lefkas branch or the Kefalonia branch

84 separately. However, the two fault segments have

85 been activated in the past successively as a result of

86 stress transfer between them (Papadimitriou, 2002).

87 Despite the high seismic activity, strong ground

88 motion data are limited especially regarding the near-

89 source region, as a consequence of the insularity of

90 the study area. On that premise, realistic ground

91 motion simulations constitute a valuable tool for

92seismologists to expand the available strong ground

93motion dataset from past strong earthquakes. The

94potential of calculating large sets of near-source

95synthetic seismograms that include realistic source

96complexity is a powerful tool for up-to-date seismic

97hazard assessment studies aiming to forecast the

98strong ground motion and its variability in future

99strong earthquakes (Graves & Pitarka, 2010; Pitarka

100et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2018; Withers et al., 2018).

101The first attempts to simulate realistic time series

102of ground motions were made by Hartzell (1978) and

103Irikura (1986) who introduced a method of summing

104the recordings of smaller earthquakes to estimate the

105expected response of a larger earthquake. Since then,

106other methodologies have also been proposed to

107include the source and path effects, as well as other

108complex characteristics. A thorough review of

109ground motion prediction techniques was published

110by Douglas and Aochi (2008).

111In the present study, a wave physics-based hybrid

112approach is adopted to generate broadband strong

113ground motion seismograms for both the 26th Jan-

114uary 2014 Kefalonia Mw6.1 and the 17th November

115Lefkas Mw6.5 mainshocks. The low-frequency

Figure 1
aMain seismotectonic features of the Greek region. The black arrows indicate the approximate direction of the relative plate motion (KTFZ—

Kefalonia Transform Fault Zone, NAT—North Aegean Trough, RTF—Rhodes Transform Fault). b Major active boundaries in the study area.

The subduction front to the south, the KTFZ with the distinctive Kefalonia and Lefkas branches and the collision boundary north of Lefkas

Island. The black beach balls indicate the fault plane solutions of the most significant (M C 6.0) recent earthquakes in the region
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116 (hereafter, LF) portion of the synthetic time series

117 was calculated using a 1D wave propagation method,

118 whereas a stochastic finite-fault simulation model

119 was implemented to acquire the high-frequency

120 (hereafter, HF) portion. Finally, the results from the

121 above-mentioned techniques were merged by per-

122 forming a weighted summation at intermediate

123 frequencies to calculate the broadband synthetic time

124 series.

125 2. Methodology

126 Broadband synthetic time histories for the 2014

127 Kefalonia and 2015 Lefkas mainshocks were gener-

128 ated, by combining a deterministic approach at lower

129 frequencies, with a stochastic approach at higher

130 frequencies. This technique is used worldwide (e.g.,

131 Graves & Pitarka, 2004, 2010; Pischiutta et al., 2020)

132 but to a lesser extent for earthquakes in Greece (Ding

133 et al., 2019; Kiratzi et al., 2019; Roumelioti et al.,

134 2016).

135 2.1. Low-Frequency Ground-Motion Simulations

136 The LF portion was computed using the discrete-

137 wavenumber finite-element (DWFE) technique of

138 Olson et al. (1984), extended to finite fault dis-

139 cretization (Spudich & Archuleta, 1987; Spudich &

140 Xu, 2002) as implemented in the COMPSYN code

141 (Spudich & Xu, 2002). The representation theorem

142 integral is evaluated on the fault plane and Green’s

143 functions are calculated through the DWFE method

144 (Olson et al., 1984) to account for the unit response of

145 the laterally homogeneous velocity model. In this

146 method, after defining the observation locations,

147 Green’s functions are computed as tractions on the

148 fault plane, by placing impulsive point load at the

149 receivers’ locations, which are then reverted using the

150 reciprocity relation. This allows for the efficient

151 calculation of Green’s functions when the number of

152 observation points is small compared to the number

153 of the fault source points (Spudich & Archuleta,

154 1987). After defining the observation locations,

155 Green’s functions are computed as tractions on the

156 fault plane using a reciprocity relation. A kinematic

157 fault model is set as a means to execute the

158convolution between the Green’s functions and the

159assumed slip and the result is integrated over the

160surface to generate the ground motion at the selected

161sites. Eventually, the corresponding synthetic time

162series are computed through the inverse Fourier

163transform of the synthetic Fourier Amplitude Spectra

164(FAS). This simulation technique that computes the

165seismic wavefield radiated from a source inside an

166elastic medium is sufficient to produce ground

167motions up to a transition frequency where source

168radiation and wave propagation tend to become more

169stochastic.

1702.2. High-Frequency Ground-Motion Simulation

171The HF radiation was calculated using a stochas-

172tic finite-fault model based on a dynamic corner

173frequency approach, using the EXSIM code (Assa-

174tourians & Atkinson, 2012; Boore, 2009; Motazedian

175& Atkinson, 2005). The application of EXSIM is

176based on the definition of a finite fault that is divided

177into sub-faults, each of which is treated as a

178stochastic x2 point source. Synthetic time series from

179each sub-fault are simulated using the point-source

180stochastic method of Boore (1983, 2003). The

181summation of all contributing sub-faults with the

182suitable time delay that indicates the rupture propa-

183gation across the fault and the combination of source,

184path, and site effects, results in the calculated ground

185motions at the sites of interest. The hybrid broadband

186time series are obtained by merging the LF and HF

187simulations in the frequency domain, as proposed by

188Mai and Beroza (2003). This merging technique has

189the advantage of minimizing the amplitude and phase

190mismatch between the LF and HF signals by applying

191frequency-dependent weighted functions and by

192using an optimization process operating in a narrow

193frequency range (0.1–0.2 Hz) around a target match-

194ing frequency (Mai & Beroza, 2003).

1953. Modeling of Past Earthquakes

196Strong ground motion simulation requires well-

197defined source, path and site effects in the area of

198interest to generate reliable results. Because of the

199trade-offs between these three main components of
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200 ground-motion, it is necessary to initiate the simula-

201 tion with high-resolution model parameters. The

202 source and attenuation parameters used in this study

203 are selected from recently published models, released

204 after the Mw6.1 January 26th 2014 Kefalonia, and the

205 Mw6.5 17th November 2015 Lefkas earthquakes

206 (e.g., Chousianitis et al., 2016; Karakostas et al.,

207 2015). The input of the ground motion model is based

208 on the geometry of the finite fault, the rupture

209 velocity, the stress drop, and the seismic moment. An

210 important source parameter is the distribution of slip

211 values along the fault plane. In the following section,

212 we present the detailed description of the two con-

213 sidered earthquakes and the adopted source-related

214 parameters for the ground motion simulations.

215 Although the near-field results are controlled by

216 source effects, such as the slip asperity distribution on

217 the fault plane, the intermediate distance is controlled

218 by path effects, seismic wave propagation, and

219 attenuation. For that reason, the path-related param-

220 eters such as the geometric spreading coefficient, the

221 anelastic attenuation the quality factor, the site

222 amplification due to local soil response and the kappa

223 parameter to account for spectral decay at high fre-

224 quencies are described below.

225 3.1. The 2014 January 26th Kefalonia Mw6.1

226 Mainshock

227 On 26 January 2014 a Mw6.1 mainshock struck

228 the western part of Kefalonia Island, causing consid-

229 erable damage to infrastructures and triggering a

230 variety of geological and geotechnical effects. The

231 aftershock activity lasted for several months, with the

232 strongest aftershock (Mw5.5) occurring in the first

233 few hours after the mainshock occurrence. On

234 February 3rd, a second mainshock (Mw6.0) occurred

235 on the adjacent fault segment, resulting into the

236 deterioration of damage and additional environmental

237 effects. The slip models determined for the second

238 mainshock were not adequately robust and most near-

239 field data are affected by liquefaction. The GCMT

240 solutions for both mainshocks imply dextral strike-

241 slip motion, with strike = 20�, dip = 65� and rake =

242 177� for the first mainshock and strike = 12�,

243 dip = 45� and rake = 154� for the second one.

244 According to Karakostas et al. (2015), who

245performed a high-accuracy relocation of the after-

246shock sequence, the epicenter of the first event was

247located at 38.203�N, 20.4308�E with a focal depth of

24816 km. The relocated epicenter of the second event

249was at 38.267�N, 20.323�E with a focal depth of

2507 km (Fig. 2a). Relocation with a slightly modified

251velocity model was also performed by Karastathis

252et al., (2015) who concluded at a focal depth

253of * 16 km for the 26/01/2014 mainshock and a

254seismogenic layer confined between 6 and 15 km. A

255fault starting at 7 km and a down-dip edge at 27 km,

256with a fixed focal depth for the mainshock at 16 km,

257was considered by Papadopoulos et al. (2014) who

258suggested a slip model with a downward rupture

259evolution. The slip model of Sokos et al. (2015)

260revealed an up-dip propagation, reaching shallow

261depths and then continuing to propagate predomi-

262nantly towards the north. Both models concluded to

263the same main slip patch, but they considerably differ

264due to the diversity of the assumed fault planes and

265the data used. An up dip-slip evolution was suggested

266by Millas (2018) as well, with the slip mainly

267concentrated in one main patch that was developed

268shortly after the rupture nucleation.

2693.2. The 17th November 2015 Lefkas Mw6.5

270Mainshock

271On 17 November 2015 (07:10:07 GMT) a Mw6.5

272mainshock occurred on a fault segment which is

273extended along the southwestern coastline of Lefkas

274Island. The earthquake was felt in an extended area

275covering the Ionian Islands, western Greece, Pelo-

276ponnesus, and the south coast of Italy. This is one of

277the strongest reported earthquakes in Lefkas Island,

278especially in the instrumental era, compared only to

279the first mainshock of the 1948 doublet, which also

280ruptured the SW part of the Island (Papazachos &

281Papazachou, 2003). All available determined focal

282mechanisms suggest a right-lateral strike-slip fault

283striking NNE-SSW, parallel to the western coastline,

284in agreement with the orientation of the KTFZ at this

285location (Ganas et al., 2016; Papadimitriou et al.,

2862015, 2017; Sokos et al., 2016). The GCMT solution

287for the mainshock reveals a plane striking at 16�,

288dipping 64� to the ESE, with a rake of 179� (Fig. 2a).

289The documented slip distribution models indicate that

P. Bonatis et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.
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290 most of the slip is up-dip from the hypocenter at

291 depths shallower than 10 km. In addition to the larger

292 slip asperity located close to the nucleation point, a

293 smaller one, located to the NE of the mainshock

294 epicenter has been inferred, suggesting bilateral

295 rupture propagation (Avallone et al., 2017; Chou-

296 sianitis et al., 2016). A relatively complex slip pattern

297 with a heterogeneous distribution was found by

298 Chousianitis et al. (2016). They proposed that the

299 slip was confined in the upper 10 km, where two

300 main asperities, one with peak slip amplitude of

301 2.35 m to the southwest of the epicenter, releasing

302 the 65% of the total seismic moment, and a smaller

303 one to the northeast of the epicenter were observed.

304 However, they have provided several solutions

305 determined using various datasets (e.g., teleseismic,

306 strong ground motion and high-rate GPS data) for the

307finite fault model. Bilateral propagation with three

308slip patches is implied according to the slip model

309proposed by Avallone et al. (2017).

3103.3. Stochastic Modeling Parameters

311The spectrum of the ground motion is affected

312and includes the source, path and site components

313(Boore, 1983, 2003). Certain parameters of each

314component must be defined to perform the HF

315ground motion simulations. The full set of param-

316eters employed in the stochastic finite-fault

317modeling for the 2014 Kefalonia Mw6.1 and 2015

318Lefkas Mw6.5 mainshocks are summarized in

319Table 1. In this section, the main model input

320parameters and selected values are justified and

321described.

Figure 2
a Locations of the two selected earthquakes along with the epicentral distribution of the earthquake sequences (adopted by Karakostas et al.,

2015). The focal mechanism for the Kefalonia Mw 6.1 2014 event corresponds to the GCMT solution and b the slip distribution model was

adopted by Millas et al., (2018). The focal mechanism for the Lefkas Mw6:5 2015 event was obtained by Zahradnik and Sokos (2016),

whereas c the slip distribution model was adopted from Chousianitis et al., (2016)

Near-Fault Broadband Ground Motion Simulation Applications at the Central Ionian Islands
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322 3.3.1 Source Parameters

323 The source parameters include the fault orientation

324 (strike and dip) and dimensions, the fault burial

325 depth, the position of the hypocenter on the fault

326 plane, the moment magnitude, the slip distribution

327 onto the fault surface and the stress parameter (Dr).

328 Regarding the 2014 mainshock, plenty of trials with

329 different models were performed due to the large

330 discrepancy between the proposed fault and slip

331 distribution models (e.g., Papadopoulos et al., 2014;

332 Sokos et al., 2015). The fault and focal parameters

333 were obtained from the high-accuracy relocation of

334 Karakostas et al. (2015) and the slip distribution

335 model was adopted from Millas et al. (2018)

336(Fig. 2b). The proposed slip distribution models of

337the Lefkas 2015 mainshock (e.g., Avallone et al.,

3382017; Chousianitis et al., 2016; Sokos et al., 2016)

339indicate relatively similar fault setting and slip

340distribution. The selection of the appropriate slip

341model for the latter case was achieved through the

342comparison of the synthetic with the recorded

343acceleration spectra. On that premise, one of the slip

344distribution models of Chousianitis et al. (2016) that

345was determined using the strong motion and 1 Hz

346GPS data, was used for the simulations (Fig. 2c),

347along with the focal parameters obtained from the

348moment tensor solution of Zahradnik and Sokos

349(2015). To demonstrate the sensitivity of our simu-

350lations at near-source distances to the source rupture

351slip model, we have also adopted a source slip model

352proposed as ‘‘preferred’’ model by Chousianitis et al.

353(2016), obtained through the joint inversion of

354geodetic, teleseismic and strong motion data. The

355alternative slip model and the related simulations are

356presented in Online Appendix A (Figures S1–S3).

357The stress parameter (Dr) is a crucial parameter

358and the most difficult to determine in the context of

359stochastic ground motion modeling. The initial stress

360parameter value used in the simulations is the mean

361value derived from Margaris and Boore (1998) and

362Margaris and Hatzidimitriou (2002) for strong

363(M[ 5.8) earthquakes in Greece. Their mean value

364of Dr = 56 bars is close to the average value (60

365bars) computed by Kanamori and Anderson (1975)

366for an integrated data sample of both intraplate and

367interpolate earthquakes. In this study, various stress

368drop values around the adopted one were tested,

369comparing the resulting simulated ground motions in

370terms of PGA and PGV with the observed ones using

371a trial-and-error approach. For the 2014 Kefalonia

372mainshock that was nucleated at a larger focal depth,

373the visual comparison of simulated and observed FAS

374and the direct comparison of simulated and observed

375PGA values from the available recordings indicated

376that such high values could not be reached.

377Since the available strong-motion data are scarce

378in the region, we used the empirical ground motion

379predictions to calibrate the stress drop parameters for

380both earthquakes. A trial-and-error approach has been

381applied by calculating the misfit between the simu-

382lated and the three GMPE-derived ground motions

Table 1

Modeling parameters used for the High Frequency finite-fault

stochastic method application performed with the EXSIM code

Parameter Kefalonia 2014 Lefkas 2015

Value

Source

Moment magnitude 6.1 6.5

Fault area 20 9 20 km2 28 9 15 km2

Fault geometry Strike = 20o,

Dip = 65o
Strike = 24o,

Dip = 80o

Depth of the fault

plane top

9.00 km 0.66 km

Sub-fault size 1.0 9 1.0 km2 2.0 9 1.5 km2

Slip model Millas et al. (2018) Chousianitis et al.

(2016)

Stress parameter 130 bars 65 bars

Sub-fault window Exponential

Rupture velocity 0.8Vs

Rise time 1/f 0 (Inverse of sub-fault corner

frequency)

Pulsing % 50%

Path

Geometrical

spreading

R�1:0 for

R\ 100 km

Anelastic attenuation Q = 275(f/0.1)-2

f B 0.2 Hz

Q = 88 (f/1.0)0.9

f C 0.6 Hz

Crustal shear-wave

velocity

3.4 km/s

Crustal density 2.7 g/cm3

Site

Site and crustal

amplification

Table 2

Kappa 0.035
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383 (see for details Sect. 4.2) for both the 2014 Kefalonia

384 and the 2015 Lefkas earthquakes. The comparison of

385 misfits was based on the combination of horizontal

386 PGA and PGV values in terms of their geometric

387 mean. As it is observed in Fig. 3a, b, the values of

388 Dr = 130 and 65 bars were considered the most

389 suitable and proved to provide a satisfactory match

390 between the simulated and the estimated ground

391 motions from the GMPEs for the Mw6.1 Kefalonia

392 and Mw6.5 Lefkas earthquakes, respectively. Similar

393 high values of Dr (180 bars) have also been used in

394 stochastic simulations at Kefalonia Island by Mouza-

395 kiotis (2015) who performed stochastic ground

396 motion simulations in selected sites in Greece

397 whereas the Dr = 65 bars value determined for the

398 2015 Lefkas mainshock is also similar to the one

399 suggested by Margaris and Boore (1998) and Mar-

400 garis and Hatzidimitriou (2002).

401 3.3.2 Path Parameters

402 Geometrical spreading, attenuation and path proper-

403 ties are also critical parameters that must be set to

404 account for the path effects. The geometric spreading

405 function was set equal to 1/R for distances up to

406 100 km (Margaris & Boore, 1998). For the anelastic

407 attenuation, which is controlled by the quality factor

408(Q), the model of Boore (1983) which is in good

409agreement with later studies investigating the Q value

410in Greece (Hatzidimitriou, 1995; Hatzidimitriou

411et al., 1993), was used (Eq. 1).

Q ¼ 275 f=0:1ð Þ�2:0; f� 0:2Hz

Q ¼ 88 f=0:1ð Þ0:9; f[ 0:6Hz
ð1Þ

413413Q values for frequencies between 0.2 and 0.6 Hz are

414determined from power-law fit to values of Q at

415f = 0.2 and f = 0.6 Hz.

4163.3.3 Site Properties

417The parameters employed to quantify the impact of

418the shallower sedimentary layers to the seismic

419motion are the kappa parameter and the soil ampli-

420fication factor. The kappa (j0) parameter is defined as

421an exponential decay to represent the diminution

422factor (Anderson & Hough, 1984) and can be

423regarded as a low-pass filter. The diminution factor

424D(f) used in the stochastic modeling, in relation with

425the kappa filter is expressed by:

D fð Þ ¼ e�pj0f ð2Þ

426427Multiple studies have been conducted in order to

428determine the kappa values applicable for strong

429earthquakes in Greece. Hatzidimitriou et al. (1993)

Figure 3
Residuals between simulated and GMPE-derived PGA and PGV values a for the Kefalonia Mw6.1 earthquake determined using 10 stress

parameter (Dr) values, ranging from 110 to 200 bars; b for the Lefkas Mw6.5 earthquake calculated over 9 stress drop parameters ranging

between 35 and 75 bars
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430 used a dataset of strong motion recordings at sites

431 varying from very soft to stiff soil conditions and

432 estimated an average j0 value of 0.06. The same

433 average value was also obtained from Margaris and

434 Boore (1998), though for class B sites the corre-

435 sponding value diminishes to 0.035. In latest studies

436 (Klimis et al., 1999), kappa values for NEHRP

437 (National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program)

438 class C (0.044) and D (0.066) Greek sites were

439 determined in an effort to provide frequency-depen-

440 dent amplification factors following a classification

441 system. In the present study, the spectral decay factor

442 kappa (j0) was set as 0.035, which corresponds to

443 class B (Vs30 between 760 m/s and 1500 m/s) of the

444 NEHRP classification and the appropriate frequency-

445 dependent site attenuation factors for this soil type

446 (Table 2) were adopted from Margaris and Boore

447 (1998).

448 3.4. Deterministic Modeling Parameters

449 The LF portion of the synthetic ground motions is

450 calculated using kinematic source modeling and the

451 discrete wavenumber finite element (DWFE) method

452 by applying the COMPSYN code (Spudich & Xu,

453 2002). The numerical techniques of Spudich and

454 Archuleta (1987) implemented in the framework of

455 the COMPSYN code require the definition of

456 parameters related to the crustal velocity structure,

457 the fault characteristics and the earthquake slip

458 distribution. The Earth’s crust was modeled as a

459 vertically layered medium to account for the changes

460 in density and wave propagation velocity as a

461 function of depth. For this purpose, the velocity

462 model for the Ionian Islands suggested by Papadim-

463 itriou et al. (2017) was adopted (Table 3). The density

464 for all layers of the velocity model was computed

465 using the relationship of Gardner et al. (1974):

q ¼ 0:31V0:25
p ð3Þ

467467 where q is the density in kg/m3 and Vp is the P-wave

468 velocity measured in m/s.

469 As far as the kinematic parameters are concerned,

470 the same slip distribution models employed in the HF

471 portion simulations were used (Fig. 2b,c). A boxcar

472 source time function was adopted and considered the

473 same at all points of the fault. The rise time was

474considered constant at all grid points, equal to 1 s,

475therefore, the rise time variability across the fault

476plane was not taken into account in this study. The

477rupture front was assumed to be circular propagating

478outward from the nucleation point, having a rupture

479velocity equal to 3 km/s for the 2014 Kefalonia

480mainshock, as indicated by Papadopoulos et al.

481(2014) and 2.5 km/s for the 2015 Lefkas mainshock

482according to Chousianitis et al. (2016). Following this

483assumption, the rupture time at each node considered

484on the fault surface was determined based upon the

485time when the rupture front reaches its position.

4864. Hybrid Ground Motion Simulation Results

487The hybrid broadband simulation results are dis-

488cussed in this section. The LF component derived

489from the deterministic simulation and the stochastic

490HF component were merged in the frequency domain

491as proposed by Mai and Beroza (2003). The transition

492frequency range of 0.8 and 1.5 Hz between the two

493portions of the synthetics was selected to ensure that

494the broadband synthetics contain all the LF near-field

495terms and approximate satisfyingly the HF contribu-

496tions. Figure 4 illustrates an example of the

497implementation of a hybrid broadband horizontal

498seismogram obtained after filtering and summation of

499the deterministic LF and random HF composition.

Table 3

Velocity model proposed by Papadimitriou et al. (2017). Density

values in the 4th column were computed according to the Gardner

et al. (1974) relationship

Upper depth of

layer (km)

P-wave

velocity (km/s)

S-wave

velocity (km/s)

Density (g/

cm3)

0 5850 3145 271

1 5870 3156 271

2 5980 3215 272

6 6235 3352 275

8 6490 3489 278

9 6525 3508 278

11 6560 3527 278

13 6580 3538 279

21 6625 3562 279

28 6700 3602 280

40 8000 4301 293
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500 4.1. Spatial Distribution of Simulated Strong Ground

501 Motion

502 In an effort to better assess the ground motion

503 variability caused by the two strong earthquakes, a

504 normal grid superimposed on the study area was

505 used, with its nodes at a spacing of 0.05�, which

506 corresponds to 1271 and 1681 virtual stations for

507 Kefalonia 2014 and Lefkas 2015 mainshocks, respec-

508 tively. Synthetic records of acceleration and velocity

509 for each node were simulated, assuming uniform soil

510 B type for the local site conditions. Figure 5a, b show

511 the spatial distribution of simulated PGA and PGV

512 values for the Mw6.1 26th January 2014 mainshock,

513 which mainly reflects the source effect, given that the

514 soil condition is assumed to be uniform. The PGA

515 distribution in Fig. 5a shows that the strongest ground

516 shaking took place in the vicinity of the area around

517 the main asperity of the activated fault (Fig. 2b). This

518 illustrates that slip heterogeneity within the source

519 dominates in the near-field strong ground motions

520 rather than the average slip in the entire rupture area

521 (Irikura & Miyake, 2011). The simulated PGA and

522 PGV spatial distributions are in agreement with the

523 spatial distribution of damage and other earthquake-

524 induced geological effects, as well as macroseismic

525 intensity maps (e.g., Papadopoulos et al., 2014;

526 Valkaniotis et al., 2014). The PGA and PGV

527 distributions in Fig. 5a, b show that the strongest

528ground motion occurs near the large slip release. The

529largest slip patch is located at the center of the fault

530plane, slightly to the south. The ground motions

531obtained through the stochastic simulation provided

532the maximum values of PGA and PGV of 0.4 g and

53325 m/s, respectively. The computed PGA value at

534Lixouri (405 cm/s2) is, however, slightly underesti-

535mated compared to the recorded one (Table 4). This

536deviation can be explained by the fact that the station

537(LXRB) is on the surface projection of the activated

538fault, therefore it is considerably more affected by the

539source complexity and other near-source effects. The

540position of the slip asperity and the slip amplitude

541might be mislocated in the source model adopted for

542our simulations. This presumably explains the pres-

543ence of PGA values closer to the recorded one in

544neighboring nodes of the grid offshore LXRB station.

545The observed PGA and PGV values are much more

546scattered over the rupture fault plane at near source

547distances, (Rjb\ 10 km) presenting strong variations

548in ground motion amplitudes (ranging between 200

549and 400 cm/s2) characterized by local minima and

550maxima with respect to those at intermediate and

551longer distances where the influence of the slip

552distribution becomes negligible (Fig. 5a).

553The simulated PGA and PGV values for the

554Mw6.5 17th November 2015 mainshock obtained

555using EXSIM, are presented in Fig. 6a, b, where it is

556highlighted that the main slip asperities have a major

557influence on the regions suffering the strongest

558ground shaking. The simulated PGA values match

559quite well the recorded data (Table 4), however, a

560slight overestimation is observed on the closest

561recording (VAS2, Rjb * 1.5 km), with the simulated

562value being 412 cm/s2 and the recorded 363 cm/s2.

563This slight deviation again could possibly be

564explained by the fault slip model that was used in

565the simulations, given that the position of the slip

566asperities has a great impact on ground motions for

567site-to-site comparisons. However, in general, the

568comparison with the damage (and other earthquake-

569induced phenomena) distribution maps reveals a

570reasonable agreement with the spatial distribution of

571the simulated PGA and PGV values. After the

572evaluation of macroseismic intensity maps (Pap-

573athanassiou et al., 2017) it is observed that the

574isoseismal pattern coincides with the ones shown in

Figure 4
Example of the calculation of hybrid broadband seismograms

(ITC1 station). Broadband seismogram (green) calculated by

combining the LF seismogram (red) with the region-specific HF

seismogram (black) in a Fourier domain
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575 Fig. 6a, b especially in the region where the highest

576 simulated PGA values were obtained (SW Lefkas).

577 4.2. Comparison with GMPEs

578 In order to compare the simulated ground motions

579 obtained using EXSIM, the three GMPEs of Boore

580 et al. (2020) (hereafter, BA20), Boore et al. (2014)

581 (hereafter, BSSA14) and Akkar and Bommer (2010)

582(hereafter, AB10) were used. The former is the most

583recently proposed GMPE derived using a uniformly

584processed strong motion dataset compiled using the

585Greek accelerometric archives. The second one was

586developed within the context of the Next Generation

587Attenuation (NGA) models from the worldwide

588strong-motion recordings, whereas the latter is

589derived as the Europe and Middle east GMPE model

590by Akkar and Bommer (2010) using a strong-motion

Figure 5
Spatial distribution of simulated a PGA (cm/s2) and b PGV (cm/s) values calculated with the EXSIM code for the 26th January 2014

Kefalonia mainshock, using the parameters given in Table 1

Table 4

Selected accelerometric stations providing the strong motion data for the (a) 26th January 2014 Kefalonia and the (b) 17th November 2015

Lefkas mainshocks. In the last column, the PGA values resulted from the hybrid broadband simulations are presented

Station Code Owner Epicentral distance (km) Soil class Recorded PGA

(cm/s2)

Simulated

PGA (cm/s2)

Recorded PGV

(cm/s)

Simulated

PGV (cm/s)

N-S E-W N-S E-W

(a) Argostoli ARG2 ITSAK 13 B 348 393 344 20 14 18

Vasilikiades VSK1 34 A 95 78 88 8 5 5

Lixouri LXRB NOA—IG 10 B 561 425 405 30 61 19

Sami SMHA 29 – 269 238 143 16 15 9

(b) Vassiliki VAS2 ITSAK 8 B 363 226 412 29 17 29

Lefkas Town LEF2 21 B 102 86 76 8 7 9

Ithaca ITC1 35 – 117 79 120 5 6 9
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591 dataset mostly from Turkey, Italy and Greece and is

592 suggested to be used for crustal earthquakes in active

593 shallow crustal regions.

594 Figure 7a, c show the comparisons for PGA and

595 PGV, respectively, regarding the Mw6.1 2014 Kefalo-

596 nia mainshock. 57 horizontal PGA values recorded

597 from the stations of the Hellenic Unified Seismolog-

598 ical Network (HUSN) are plotted, at distances up to

599 198 km as a function of the Joyner & Boore distances

600 (hereafter, Rjb) and compared with the values derived

601 from the selected GMPEs, as well as with the

602 simulated PGA values for 1271 dummy stations

603 using the EXSIM code. The simulated values that lie

604 on the surface projection of the fault (Rjb = 0) are

605 assigned with a very small positive Rjb value so that

606 they are visible in the logarithmic scale. The GMPEs

607 are obtained for strike-slip faulting style and type B

608 soil condition. As it can be seen from Fig. 7a, the

609 simulated PGA values generally show good agree-

610 ment for the entire distance range with the recordings

611 and the GMPE curves. Moreover, the simulated PGA

612 values match quite well with the trend of the

613observed PGAs at larger distances (Rjb[ 70 km),

614decreasing faster than the predicted by AB10, indi-

615cating a strong seismic wave attenuation by distance.

616The BA20 and BSSA14 models that were obtained

617using the Greek and NGA strong motion databases,

618respectively, capture this feature adequately. The

619adopted GMPEs present different levels of PGA and

620PGV amplitudes in the distance ranges 0–20 km and

621well separated from each other. This can be attributed

622partly to the lack of sufficient near-fault strong

623motion data, particularly from intermediate and large

624earthquakes (M[ 6.5), which has an impact in the

625development of the GMPEs and their applicability in

626the near-field. Thus, it is difficult to fully assess the

627ground motion variability in smaller Rjb distances,

628caused by the source and the fault rupture complexity

629due to its natural stochastic behavior.

630To better assess the fit between the PGA and PGV

631values obtained from the stochastic simulations (Ysyn)

632and the ones derived from the GMPEs (YGMPE),

633residuals were calculated by the equation:

Figure 6
Spatial distribution of simulated a PGA (cm/s2) and b PGV (cm/s) values calculated with the EXSIM code for the 17th November 2015

Lefkas earthquake, using the parameters given in Table 1
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R ¼ ln Ysyn
� �

� ln YGMPEð Þ ¼ ln Ysyn=YGMPE

� �

ð4Þ

634635 The ground motion variability is illustrated in

636 Fig. 7b, d as a function of the Rjb distance from the

637 fault. Figure 7b evinces that the overall PGA

638variability is placed inside the ± 1 sigma range of

639the GMPEs. Regarding PGA, the residuals from the

640two GMPEs, BSSA14 (pink line) and AB10 (orange

641line) are inside the ± 0.25 standard deviation (r)

642interval. The BA20 residuals (blue line) are also in

Figure 7
Comparison between the recorded (triangles), GMPE-derived (lines) and simulated (crosses) a PGA and c PGV values for the January 26th

2014Mw6:1 Kefalonia earthquake. Residuals between the simulated b PGA and d PGV values and the values obtained from the use of AB10,

BSSA14 and BA20 GMPEs, plotted as a function of the Joyner & Boore distance, Rjb

P. Bonatis et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.
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643 the same range, apart from a spike in the near-field

644 (0–10 km) where they reach up to - 0.5r. Although

645 the simulations overestimate the AB10 and the

646 BSSA14 ground motion predictions, they are under-

647 estimated by the BA20 model in terms of PGA up to

648 the intermediate distances (Rjb\ 60 km). The fit

649 between simulations and GMPEs gets better at larger

650 distances, Rjb[ 60 km (Fig. 7b). A similar impres-

651 sion is provided by the equivalent PGV graph

652 (Fig. 7c), where the values derived from the GMPEs

653 correlate well with the simulated values. As shown in

654 the same figure, both the simulated and the recorded

655 PGVs are more dispersed than the PGAs, which poses

656 a challenge to find empirical models with better

657 consistency in closer distances. Most PGV residuals

658 fall within the range ± 0.25r of the three empirical

659 equations at distances Rjb[ 20 km (Fig. 7d). The

660 simulated PGVs are slightly underestimated at the

661 short distance ranges (0–20 km) and overestimated at

662 the longer distances (Rjb[ 20 km) by the GMPEs.

663 The differences between the simulated and empiri-

664 cally estimated values derived from the GMPEs

665 cannot be assessed successfully for very near-source

666 distances given that the GMPEs were established

667 using a very limited near-source dataset where the

668 largest ground motion variability is observed.

669 The same validation procedure was conducted for

670 the Mw6.5 2015 Lefkas mainshock. As Fig. 8a shows,

671 the simulated PGA values appear to have a matching

672 trend with the 17 horizontal PGA values recorded

673 from the HUSN stations, as well as with the ones

674 derived from the GMPEs, particularly in distances

675 over 10 km. Additionally, in the entire Rjb range, the

676 simulated PGA values lie within the ± 1 standard

677 deviation area. All residuals from the three GMPEs,

678 BSSA14 (pink line), BA20 (blue line) and AB10

679 (orange line) are almost inside the ± 0.25 standard

680 deviation interval. As it can be seen in Fig. 8b the

681 empirical predictions of BSSA14 and AB10 present

682 lower peak ground acceleration values in shorter

683 distances (Rjb\ 50 km) and gradually larger at the

684 longer distances (Rjb[ 50 km) compared to those

685 estimated by the simulations. The BA20 ground

686 motion model presents larger peak ground accelera-

687 tions over all the distance motions against the

688 simulations. However, the simulations show good

689 agreement with the observed data over all the

690distance ranges (0–100 km). In the same context, it

691is evident that the ground motion parameters are less

692scattered and more stable at longer distances away

693from the inferred fault trace, because of the gradually

694decreasing influence of the slip distribution in the far

695field. Figure 8c shows the simulated PGV values for

696the same virtual stations previously used with the

697application of the EXSIM code, compared to the

698values derived from the selected GMPEs in their

699appropriate formulation to account for ground veloc-

700ity. The simulated PGV values are placed inside

701the ± 1 sigma range of the GMPEs. However, the

702closest recorded value, corresponding to the smaller

703Rjb distance is slightly underestimated both by the

704empirical GMPE models and the simulations. Nev-

705ertheless, the general trend is well represented in the

706entire distance range. In contrast to Fig. 8b, the PGV

707variability (Fig. 8d) reveals a better fit in the near-

708source area and it slightly grows as the Rjb increases,

709displaying several fluctuations, yet it never exceeds

7100.5r. Aiming to highlight the sensitivity of ground

711motion amplification pattern to the fault rupture and

712the slip distribution, we adopted one of the slip

713models calculated through the joint inversion of

714several datasets by Chousianitis et al. (2016) (Online

715Appendix A). This model exhibits different high slip

716patches compared to those shown in Fig. 2c.

7174.3. Comparison with Observed Strong Motion Data

718The Fourier amplitude spectra of the simulated

719ground motions at the selected stations are compared

720with the available strong motion records and pre-

721sented in Figs. 9,11. The simulated acceleration and

722velocity time series are also compared with the

723observations (Figs. 10, 12). The comparison of the

724hybrid synthetics with the recorded data of the 2014

725Kefalonia mainshock reveals a satisfactory fit both in

726amplitudes and envelope shapes. The simulated PGA

727and PGV values are close to the level of the recorded

728ones (Table 4). Broadband velocity time series

729(Figs. 10b, 12b) also show a satisfactory fit with the

730recorded data. However, the recorded seismic signal

731at LXRB station exhibits a low frequency content that

732is not well reproduced by the simulations. The

733presence of low frequency velocity pulses in near-

734fault ground motions is not uncommon since they are
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735 affected by directivity phenomena, usually associated

736 with the direction normal to the fault. It should also

737 be mentioned that in several locations around LXRB

738 station, such as the port of Lixouri, typical liquefac-

739 tion phenomena were observed after the mainshock

740occurrence (Theodoulidis et al., 2016) which may

741introduce further complexities to the recorded signal.

742Moreover, the large variations in the earth’s crust

743depth-velocity structure and the appreciable topo-

744graphic changes require a site-specific velocity model

Figure 8
Comparison between the GMPE-derived (lines) and simulated (crosses) a PGA and c PGV values for the November 17th Mw6:5 Lefkas

earthquake. Residuals between the simulated b PGA and d PGV values and the values obtained from the use of AB10, BSSA14 and BA20

GMPEs, plotted as a function of the Joyner & Boore distance, Rjb

P. Bonatis et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.
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745 to capture the overall site effect of the study area. In

746 addition, a one-dimensional crustal structure is used

747 for the LF seismograms, which may be simplistic to

748 capture the 2D/3D effects, such as reverberations,

749 converted waves throughout the model and methods

750 considered in this study. In general, the shape of the

751 simulated spectra matches very well the recorded

752 ones in the entire frequency band, which was a key

753 objective of the present study. The duration of the

754 simulated time series, however, seems to be slightly

755 decreased when compared to the recorded time series,

756 especially as the epicentral distance increases. This

757 can be attributed to the reflected waves that reach the

758 more distant stations and add further complexities to

759the signals. More specifically, the simulated PGA

760value for ARG2 (0.35 g) station is in close proximity

761with the recorded one (0.38 g) and the same applies

762to the more distant stations VSK1 (0.09 g) and

763SMHA (0.15 g) where the recorded PGA (0.09 g and

7640.26 g respectively) values are in direct proximity.

765On the contrary, the simulated PGA value for LXRB

766(0.41 g) station is underestimated compared to the

767recorded one (0.50 g) and the same applies to the

768corresponding PGV values (Table 4). It is important

769to note that stations grounded in rock or other rock-

770like geological formations (e.g., VSK1 station, which

771is installed on an area consisted mainly of limestones)

772provide better fit to the simulated data in comparison

Figure 9
Fourier amplitude spectra for the January 26th 2014 Mw6:1 Kefalonia earthquake at four selected stations (red and black lines correspond to

N-S and E-W components respectively) in comparison with the simulated ground motions (green lines) obtained using the hybrid approach
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Figure 10
Comparison between recorded (red and black) and synthetic (green) broadband a acceleration and b velocity time series for the four selected

stations for the January 26th 2014 Mw6:1 Kefalonia earthquake

P. Bonatis et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.
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773 with other stations (e.g., LXRB and ITC1 stations)

774 whose location either approaches soft rock and dense

775 soil condition or is unspecified.

776 Regarding the 2015 Lefkas mainshock, the com-

777 parison between the hybrid synthetics and the

778 recorded data indicates a satisfactory fit both in

779 amplitudes and envelope shapes. The simulated PGA

780 and PGV values are relatively close to the recorded

781 ones (Table 4). In more detail, the PGA values

782 simulated for LEF2 (0.08 g) and ITC1 stations

783 (0.12 g) and the recorded ones (0.10 g and 0.12 g,

784 respectively) are very close. However, at the closest

785 station to the fault surface projection (VAS2) the

786 simulated PGA values (up to 0.42 g) seem to be

787 rather overestimated compared to the recorded ones

788 (up to 0.36 g). Furthermore, the general shape of the

789 simulated spectra fits well to the recorded spectra in

790 the entire frequency band, especially at ITC1 station,

791 although the simulated PGA values and the duration

792 of the time series are higher. As mentioned previ-

793 ously, the observed variation of the ground motion

794 parameters, particularly at near-fault distances, could

795 be attributed to the imperfection of the adopted

796 source model and the related parameters (position of

797 the local slip, the rupture velocity, etc.). It becomes

798 quite challenging to have a perfect fit between

799 recordings and simulations, especially for end-to-

800 end and site-to-site comparisons in a complete

801 frequency range (0–20 Hz), since the considered

802 method (hybrid-broadband approach) does not com-

803 pletely solve the high and low frequency wave field

804 together in a 3D crustal structure containing all direct

805 arrivals, converted phases and surface waves. How-

806 ever, in near-fault areas, we have observed that,

807 compared with using GMPEs, hybrid simulation has a

808 higher ability to detect near-source effects and

809 reproduce source complexity to some extent.

810 5. Discussion and Conclusions

811 The accurate simulation of strong ground motion

812 remains one of the most critical issues in modern

813 seismic hazard studies and Engineering Seismology

814 (Mai, 2009). Reliable broadband strong ground

815 motion simulations can be extremely useful, espe-

816 cially for regions with limited availability of strong

817ground motion data, since they can provide peak

818ground motion parameters and their frequency con-

819tent for scenario earthquakes, in order to fill in the

820gaps of the available seismic databases. They are also

821important as a means to understand the earthquake

822mechanisms and the characteristics of the propaga-

823tion path in a certain area. The use of GMPEs could

824be adequate in some cases, but due to their ineffi-

825ciency to account for the near-field complexities, the

826optimum way to simulate ground motions is to

827compute broadband synthetic time series.

828For the scope of this study, a hybrid broadband

829simulation approach was applied to simulate ground

830motions for the 26th January 2014 (Mw6.1) and 17th

831November 2015 (Mw6.5) mainshocks. This method-

832ology has been widely used globally (e.g., Akinci

833et al., 2017; Graves & Pitarka, 2004; Mena et al.,

8342010; Pischiutta et al., 2020) but little work has been

835performed in Greece (e.g., Kiratzi et al., 2019;

836Roumelioti et al., 2016). For frequencies higher than

8371.5 Hz, where source and wave propagation effects

838become stochastic, a finite fault simulation model

839based on a dynamic corner frequency was applied via

840the EXSIM code. For the LF part of the synthetic

841seismograms, a deterministic method was employed

842through COMPSYN, a well-established code to cal-

843culate synthetic time series occurring on extended

844faults by computing Green’s functions using the

845Discrete Wavenumber/Finite Element (DWFE)

846method of Olson et al. (1984). The results from each

847simulation method were eventually merged in the

848frequency domain using the technique of Mai and

849Beroza (2003).

850The spatial distribution of the simulated ground

851motions, in the near-field, in terms of PGA and PGV

852(Figs. 5, 6) reveals that they are highly influenced by

853the slip heterogeneity within the seismic source. The

854ground motion amplification pattern depends on the

855relative location of the large slip patches that produce

856larger ground motion above the large slip areas. Site

857specific simulated PGA values show good correlation

858with the maximum recorded PGA values and the

859acceleration maps are supported by macroseismic and

860other observations. Small discrepancies are observed

861in sites such as the LXRB station, which is located on

862the surface projection of the activated fault. In gen-

863eral, the simulated PGA values show good agreement
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864 with the values computed by the GMPEs especially

865 as Rjb increases (Figs. 7, 8). The comparison of the

866 synthetic with the recorded FAS revealed a satisfac-

867 tory fit both in amplitude and envelope shapes

868 (Figs. 9, 11), despite the fact that ground motions in

869 some stations are slightly overestimated (VAS2 sta-

870 tion) or underestimated (LXRB station). As far as the

871 synthetic waveforms are concerned, the general shape

872 and duration seem to be sufficiently represented by

873 the hybrid simulations (Figs. 10, 12).

874 During the course of this study, the role of various

875 fundamental seismological source and path parame-

876 ters was investigated leading to a series of remarks.

877 Firstly, PGA variations were strongly influenced by

878 slip heterogeneities and changes in the rupture

879propagation, such as the fault edges. PGA levels are

880primarily controlled by the focal depth, the assumed

881rupture velocity and the average stress drop. The

882average stress drop effect seems to gradually decrease

883in the far-field making room for other path and site

884related parameters. It should be also noted that the

885slip distribution model does not considerably control

886the average simulated PGA values, yet it significantly

887contributes to the strong ground motion variability in

888the near-field.

889Useful applications can be performed based on the

890results of the present study as well as plenty of pos-

891sibilities for future research. Firstly, the applied

892methodology can be used in order to simulate past

893strong earthquakes, for which there are no available

Figure 11
Fourier amplitude spectra for the November 17th Mw6:5 Lefkas earthquake at four selected stations (red and black lines correspond to N-S

and E-W components respectively) in comparison with the simulated ground motions (green lines) obtained using the hybrid approach
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Figure 12
Comparison between recorded (red and black) and synthetic (green) broadband a acceleration and b velocity time series for the three selected

stations for the November 17th Mw6.5 Lefkas earthquake
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894 recordings. In this manner, a potential strong ground

895 motion database for a time period much longer than

896 the recent instrumental period can be created and

897 used in multiple applications, such as the develop-

898 ment of a region specific GMPE. The main challenge

899 that modern GMPEs face is their inability to estimate

900 strong ground motion in the near-field due to the lack

901 of strong motion recordings and their inadequacy in

902 replicating the directivity effects which are com-

903 monly observed in the near-field. The innovation

904 introduced in the present and similar studies will lead

905 to the development of reliable GMPEs that can reflect

906 the near-source and directivity effects, contrary to the

907 ones used in the past and nowadays.

908 Due to the increased level of complexity of the

909 scientific topics undertaken in this study, the research

910 was based on several limitations and assumptions.

911 The uniform type B soil condition considered for the

912 calculations in the study area is a case in point. This

913 assumption was necessary for two reasons; the first

914 one was the inability of COMPSYN to adequately

915 incorporate the local site effects and the second was

916 the lack of sufficient and/or reliable site characteri-

917 zation data for the study area. Consequently, the

918 results of the present study can be improved in the

919 future by taking into consideration the local site

920 condition variability, for example by using Vs30

921 profiles covering the entire study area or by using

922 ambient noise (HVSR), a technique widely used in

923 Greece for site effects characterization (e.g.,

924Apostolidis, 2002; Kassaras et al., 2015; Leventakis,

9252003; Panou et al., 2005; Triantafyllidis et al., 2006).

926The present study could be extended to generate

927synthetic ground motions for future strong earth-

928quakes via a ‘‘most-probable’’ or a ‘‘worst-case’’

929scenario. This complex procedure requires the defi-

930nition of the magnitude and the rupture area, the

931examination of multiple hypothetical nucleation

932points and the resulting slip distribution, which can

933be represented by either kinematic or more complex

934dynamic rupture models. The results of this analysis

935could ultimately be compared to probabilistic seismic

936hazard maps in order to assess the level of expected

937PGA. It is worth stating that, in the framework of the

938present study, only a one-dimensional velocity model

939is considered to generate synthetic ground motion

940together with a stochastic method. Accounting for the

9413D velocity model throughout the deterministic

942approaches may improve ground motion results

943including the structural complexity of sedimentary

944basin and the surface topography effects.
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Empirical attenuation factors for soil type B adopted by Margaris

and Boore (1998)

f (Hz) Amplification

0.01 1.00

0.09 1.21

0.16 1.32

0.51 1.59

0.84 1.77

1.25 1.96

2.26 2.25

3.17 2.42

6.05 2.70

16.6 3.25

61.2 4.15
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968 (Spudich & Xu, 2002). The HF ground motion sim-

969 ulations were carried out using the EXSIM_DMB

970 code (http://www.daveboore.com/ software_on-

971 line.html). Seismic signal analysis was performed

972 using SAC (Seismic Analysis Code) version 101.6

973 (Goldstein et al., 2003; Goldstein & Snoke, 2005).
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